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Abstract. High-level Petri nets have been introduced as a powerful net type by which it is possible 
to handle rather complex systems in a succinct and manageable way. The success of high-level 
Petri nets is undebatable when we speak about description, but there is still much work to be 
done to establish the necessary analysis methods. In other papers it is shown how to generalize 
the concept of place- and transition invariants from place/transition nets to high-level Petri nets. 
Our present paper contributes to this with a generalization of reachability trees, which is one of 
the other important analysis methods known for place/transition nets. 
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1. Introduction 
High-level Petri nets [1, 4, 5, 6, 9] have been introduced as a powerful net type 
by which it is possible to handle rather complex systems in a succinct and manageable 
way. The success of high-level Petri nets is undebatable when we speak about 
description, but there is still much work to be done to establish the necessary analysis 
methods. In [1, 4, 5] it is shown how to generalize the concept of place invadants 
(S-invariants) from place/transition ets (PT-nets) to high-level Petri nets (HL-nets). 
Analogously, [9] shows how to generalize transition invariants (T-invariants). Our 
* This paper is a revised and enlarged version of the paper by P. Huber, A.M. Jensen, L.O. Jepsen, 
and IC Jensen, Towards reachability trees for high-level Petri nets, in: G. Rozenberg, ed., Advances in 
Petri Nets 1984, Lecture Notes inComputer  Science 188 (Springer, Berlin, 1985) pp. 215-233. 
0304-3975/86/$3.50 © 1986, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) ""-'~'. "'~" 
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present paper contributes with a generalization of reachability trees, which is one 
of the other important analysis methods known for PT-nets [2, 7, 8]. 
The central idea in our paper is the observation, that HL-nets often possess classes 
of equivalent markings. As an example the HL-net describing the five dining 
philosophers in [4] has an equivalence class consisting of those five markings in 
which exactly one philosopher is eating. These five markings are interchangeable, 
in the sense that their subtrees represent equivalent behaviours, where the only 
difference is the identity of the involved philosophers and forks. If we analyse one 
of these subtrees, we will also understand the behaviour of the others. 
This paper shows how to define teachability trees for HL-nets (HL-trees). For 
t T-nets the teachability rees in [2, 7, 8] are kept finite by means of covering markings 
(introducing w-symbols) and by means of duplicate markings (cutting away their 
subtrees). For HL-trees we reduce by means of covering markings and by means of 
equivalent markings (for each equivalence class we only develop the subtree of one 
node, while the other equivalent nodes become leaves of the tree). Redaction by 
equivalent markings is a generalization of reduction by duplicate markings. We 
describe an algorithm which constructs the HL-tree. The algorithm can easily be 
automated and we will soon start working on an implementation. The constructed 
HL-trees turn out to be considerably smaller than the corresponding IT-trees (the 
teachability trees for the equivalent PT-nets obtained from the HL-nets by the 
method described in [4]). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the formal definition 
of HL-nets and oJ-bags. In Section 3, HL-trees are introduced by means of an 
example. Section 4 contains the formal definition of HI,trees and the algorithm to 
construct them. Section 5 discusses how to establish proof rules by which properties 
of HL-nets can be derived from properties of the corresponding HL-trees. Section 
6 contains two examples where HL-trees are constructed and compared with the 
corresponding PT-trees. Appendix A contains some proofs that are omitted in 
Section 5. 
2. A brief review of HI.nets and definition of co-bags 
In this section we will review the basic concepts Of HL-nets [6] and we generalize 
bags (allowing their elements to have multiplicity to, representing an unlimited 
number of occurrences). Bags (multisets) are represented asformal sums as shown 
in [6]. By BAG(S) we denote the set of all finite bags over a nonempty set S. By 
[A-> B]L we denote the set of all linear functions with domain A and range R 
2.1. Definition. An HL-net is a 6-tuple H = (P, T, C, I_, /+, mo), where 
(1) P is a set of places, 
(2) T is a set of transitions, 
(3) Pn  T=O, Pu  T#0,  
(4) C is the colour-function defined from P u T into nonempty sets, 
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(5) /_ and /+ are the negative and positive incidence function defined on P x T 
such that /_ (p ,  t ) , /+(p,  t)e [BAG(C(t))->BAG(C(p))]L for all (p, t)~ Px  T, 
(6) too, the initial marking, is a function defined on P such that mo(p)e 
BAG(C(p))  for all pc  P. 
Throughout this paper we assume P, T, C(p),  and C(t) to be finite for all p ~ P 
and t ~ T. A marking of H is a function m defined on P such that re(p) ~ BAG(C(p) )  
for all p e P. A step of H is a function x defined on T, such that x(t) e BAG(C(t))  
for all teT .  The step x has concession at the marking m iff Vp~P:  ~,~T 
/_(p, t)(x(t))<~ re(p). A marking is dead iff only the empty step has concession 
at it. 
When x has concession at m, it may occur yielding a new directly reachable marking 
given by the equation 
Vp~P:  m' (p )=m(p) -  ~./_ (p ,  t)(x(t))+ ~ I+(p, t)(x(t)). 
t~ T t~ T 
We indicate this by the notation m[x)m'. In this paper we will only consider steps 
which map a single transition t~ T into a single colour c e C(t) ,  while all 
other transitions are mapped into the empty bag. Such a step is denoted by 
(t,c), where we sometimes omit the parentheses. When, for hi>0, 
re[t1, cl)ml[t2, c2)m2.., m,_l[t , ,  c,)m', the sequence o- = (h,  cl)(t2, c2). •. (t,, c,,) is 
called a transition sequence at m, and m' is (forward) reachable from m, which we 
shall denote by m[cr)m'. By R(m) we denote the set of all markings which are 
reachable from m. An HL-net is bounded at place p e P and colour c ~ C(p) iff 
3k~ N Vm ~ R(mo): m(p)(c) <~ k, and it is bounded iff it is bounded at all places 
and all colours. 
2.2. Definition. An to-bag over a nonempty set S is a function b:S--> N u {to} and 
it is represented as a formal sum ~,s~s b(s)s, where b(s)~ N u {to}. 
b(s) represents he number of occurrences of the element s. If b(s) = to the exact 
value is unknown and may be arbitrarily large. An to-bag b over the set S is finite 
iff its support {s ~ S[b(s) ~ 0} is finite. The set of all finite to-bags over the nonempty 
set S will be denoted by to-BAG(S). Summation, scalar multiplication, comparison, 
and multiplicity of to-bags are defined in the following way, where b~, b2, b 
to-BAG(S), n ~ N and m e N u {to}: 
to + m = to, to>n, 
to - - re=to ,  to >I m,  
b~+b2= ~, (bl(s)+b2(s))s, 
sES 
b~ >~ b2 <=~ Vs ~ S: b~(s) >>- b2(s), 
> b2 <=> ( >>- b2 ^  b, 
When b~ I> b2, we also define subtraction: b~ 
O if m #0,  
mto = if m = 0, 
mxb= ~ (mb(s))s, 
s¢S  
- = X, s (b l ( s )  - b2(s))s .  
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A function F e [S ~ BAG(R)], where S and R are nonempty sets, can be uniquely 
extended to a linear function F ~ [BAG(S)-> BAG(R)], called the bag-extension of
F: VbeBAG(S)" F(b)=E,~sb(s)xF(s) .  
Analogously, we define the to-bag-extension f Fe[S-->to-BAG(R)] to be /~s 
[to-BAG(S) --> to-BAG(R)], where Vb ~ to-BAG(S): P(b) = Y~s~s b(s) x F(s). 
An to-marking of H is a function m defined on P such that re(p) ~ to-BAG(C(p)) 
for all p e P. The concepts of step, concession, and reachability are generalized from 
markings to to-markings by replacing the word 'marking' by 'to-marking'. An to- 
marking ml covers another to-marking m 2 (ml I> m:) iff Vp ~ P: ml(p) >i m2(P), and 
it strictly covers m2 (ml > m2) iff m~ i> m2 ^ ml ~ m2. 
3. Informal introduction to reachability trees for HL-nets 
In this section we will give, by means of an example, an informal introduction 
to our notion of reachability trees for HL-nets. The basic idea of a reachability tree 
is to organize all reachable markings in a tree structure where, to each node, a 
reachable marking is attached, while to each arc a transition and a colour are 
attached (which transforms the marking of its source node into the marking of its 
destination ode). Such a tree contains all reachable markings and all possible 
transition sequences. By inspection of the tree it is possible to answer a large number 
of questions about the system. However, in general the reachability tree described 
above will be infinite. For practical use it is necessary to reduce it to a finite size. 
This is done by covering markings and by equivalent markings which is a generaliz- 
ation of duplicate markings. Reduction by covering markings and duplicate markings 
are well known from PT-trees. Reduction by equivalent markings is, however, a 
new concept suitable for HL-trees and this idea is the primary result of our paper. 
Covering markings 
When a node has a marking m2 which strictly covers the marking m~ of a 
predecessor, the transition sequence transforming ml into m 2 can be repeated several 
times starting from m 21. Thus it is possible to get an arbitrarily large value for each 
coefficient which has increased from l to m 2. In the tree, we indicate this by 
substituting, in m2, the to-symbol for each such coefficient. The situation is analogous 
to the idea behind the 'pumping lemma' of automata theory, and it means that some 
of the places can obtain an arbitrarily large number of tokens of certain colours. 
This kind of reduction results in a loss of information. In [8], it is shown that if 
to occurs in a PT-tree, it is not always possible to determine from the tree whether 
the net has a dead marking or not. 
i I f  m 2 a l ready contains o~, the situation is more complicated and it may be necessary to involve some 
extra occurrences, d .  the proof  of  Lemma 5.7 in Appendix A. 
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Duplicate markings 
If there are several nodes with identical markings, only one of them is developed 
further, while the others are marked as 'duplicate'. This reduction will not result in 
a loss of information, because we can construct the missing subtrees from the one 
developed. Due to reduction by covering markings, two such subtrees may not be 
completely identical, but they will represent the same set of markings and transition 
sequences. 
Equivalent markings 
In order to introduce our notion of equivalent markings, we will now look at the 
HL-net for the five dining philosophers in [4], see Fig. 1 and Table 1. 
f 
ph 
put down ]T2~left( ph), right(ph) 
forks I" 
J 
PH = {phi, ph2, ph3, ph4, phs} 
F={f~,A ,A , f4 ,A}  
left(phi) =fl~l 
fight(phi) =f~ 
Fig. 1. HL-net for the dining philosophers problem. 
We will now analyse the following markings: 
m~ = (ph2+ ph3 + ph4+ phs, phi , f3 +f4 +fs), 
m 2 = (ph~ + ph3 + ph4 + phs, ph2 ,f~ +f4 +fs), 
m3 = (ph2+ ph4+ ph5 , ph~ + ph3,fs ), 
m4 = (ph2+ph3 +ph4+phs, phi ,A+f4+A) ,  
m5 = (ph3 + ph4+ph5 , phi + ph2,f5 ). 
By intuition, we want mt and m2 to be equivalent. The point is that we do not 
need to know the identity of eating philosophers, because all philosophers 'behave 
in the same way'. The marking m3 contains adifferent number of eating philosophers 
and thus it is not equivalent o m~ or m2. However, two markings may be 
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P1 PH 
P2 PH 
P3 F 
Table 1 
T1 T2 
PH PH 
- id  id 
id - id 
- left - right left + right 
mo 
PH 
y F 
nonequivalent even though they have the same number of eating philosophers and 
the same number of free forks. In m~ and m2, the non-free forks are those belonging 
to the eating philosopher. This is not the case in m4, and thus, m4 is not equivalent 
to m~ or m2. In ms, the two eating philosophers are neighbours. This is not the case 
in m3, and so these markings are not equivalent either. To obtain equivalent markings 
we must demand that the identity of all philosophers and forks are changed by the 
same rotation. As an example, ml is obtained from m2 by the rotation that adds 4 
(in a cyclic way) to the index of each philosopher and fork. 
To formalize the notion of equivalent markings we associate, to the colour set 
PH, the symmetry type 'rotation' and we define a bijective correspondence b tween 
F and PH by a function re  [F--> PH], where r(f~)=phi. Two markings m' and m" 
are equivalent iff there exists a rotation tppN of PH such that 
m'(p)=-~'~pn(m"(p)) for p= P1, P2 
m'(P3) = r-lotpeHo r(m"(P3)). 
(1) 
In our example the markings m~ and m 2 are equivalent because the rotation 
~PpH ~ [PH -* PH], defined by ¢PpH(phi) = ph i l ,  satisfies (1). On the other hand, m2 
and m4 are not equivalent. From the place P2 it is demanded that ph2 = ,PpH(phl), 
i.e., ~,pa(phi)= ph i~,  but this does not work at P3: 
m2( P3)= fl + f4 + f s# fl + f3 +./'5 = r-l°q~vn°r(m4(P3)). 
As a generalization of reduction by duplicate markings we will now reduce the 
teachability tree by equivalent markings: only one element ofeach class of equivalent 
markings is developed further, and when a marking has several direct successors 
which are equivalent, only one of them is included in the tree. 
Figure 2 shows an HL-tree obtained for the philosopher system. In the initial 
marking, transition T1 can occur in all colours of PH producing five equivalent 
markings of which only one is included in the tree, while the existence of the others 
are indicated by the label attached to the corresponding arc. If we only reduced by 
covering markings and duplicate markings, the tree would have had 31 nodes (and 
exactly the same tree structure as the PT-tree corresponding tothe equivalent PT-net). 
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#l phl+ph2+ph3+ph4+ph5 
C- 
f,+f2+f3+fq+f5 
1 
(Tl ,ph,) 
I 
(Tl rph2) (Tl ,Ph$ (Tl rPh4) (Tl rPhg) 
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t 
#2 ph2+ph3+ph4+Ph5 
C Phi f3+fq+f5 
7 
(Tl,ph3) (Tl ,Phq) (T2rph,) 
\ 
#4 ph,+ph2+ph3+ph4+ph5 
{- 
f,+f2+f3+f4+f5 3 
I 
EQUIVALENT TO 1 
(T2,ph,) (TZtph3) 
EQUIVALENT TO 2 
Fig. 2. HL-tree of the dining philosophers problem reduced by covering marking (in this tree, none) 
and equivalent markings. 
The relation of equivalent markings is determined by the persons who analyse 
the system, and it must respect the inherent nature of the system. In the philosopher 
system, rotation is the suitable symmetry type. But in the telephone system of [6], 
arbitrary permutation would be the suitable symmetry type (since there is no special 
relation between a phone number and its nearest neighbours). In general, several 
symmetry types (rotation, permutation or identity-function) may be involved in the 
same system (for different colour sets). 
When the relation of equivalent markings is defined in a sound way (to be 
formalized in Section 5), the reduction by means of covering markings and equivalent 
markings does not result in a greater loss of information than reduction by covering 
markings and duplicate markings only.. This means, that all net properties which 
can be proved by means of the PT-tree of the equivalent PT-net can also be proved 
by means of our (much smaller) HL-tree. 
4. Definition of reachability trees for &nets 
In this section we consider a fixed HL-net H = (P, T, C, I_, I+, mo). 
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4.1. Definition. The set of colour sets {C(x) [xePu  T} is partitioned into three 
pairwise disjoint classes: 
(1) A is the set of atomic olour sets, where, to each Ca ~ A, is attached asymmetry 
type: sym(Ca)e {permutation, rotation 2, identity}. 
(2) R is the set of related colour sets, where each Cr ~ R is related to an atomic 
colour set Ca by a bijective function re  [Cr-> Ca]. 
(3) /-/is the set of product colour sets, where each C~r ~ F/is the cartesian product 
of atomic and related colour sets. 
4.2. Definition. A symmetry (allowed by the given partition) is a set of bijective 
functions cp = {tPC}C~A~R~n where ~Pc ~ [C --> C] for all C, and 
(1) for all Ca~ ,4, tpc~ is a function of the kind specified by sym(Ca); 
(2) for all Cre  R, with ie  [Cr->Ca], ~0Cr ~ r-~oq~c~or; 
(3) for all C~r~H, with Cxr=ClxC2x- ' .xCn ,  we have ~Pc~,= 
~Ocl X ~Oc2 x .  • • X ~Ocn. 
The set of symmetries (allowed by the given partition) is denoted by ¢'. It is finite 
since P, T, C(p), and C(t) are assumed to be finite for all p ~ P and t ~ T. 
The definition of ~OCr can be visualized by the following commutative diagram: 
~OCr 
Cr ~ Cr 
Ca ~ Ca 
~oCa 
Since r is a bijection, it follows that ~Ocr is a function of the kind specified by sym(Ca). 
Technical remark: The definition of partition is here presented in its simplest 
form. In some cases (cf. the database xample in Section 6), it may be convenient 
or necessary to allow H to contain subsets of cartesian products. If Ccr= 
Cn\{(a, a , . . . ,  a)la e C}, we define ~Oc,, = (~Oc x ~c x . . .  x ¢c)tc,~, yielding a bijec- 
tion on C'rr as requested. Secondly, in special cases, there can be sets in use to 
construct products in H which are not themselves ordinary colour sets in the HL-net. 
These sets have to be included as atomic or related sets. (end of remark.) 
Given an to-marking m, a transition sequence tr = (tl, cl)(t2, c2). . .  (tn, cn), and 
a symmetry ~o e ~, we define an equivalent to-marking ~o(m) by 
~o(m)(p) =6c~p)(m(p)) for all p e P 
and an equivalent ransition sequence ~0(tr) by 
= ( t l ,  
2 When an atomic olour set has rotation as symmetry type, it must be a finite set indexed by 1, 2 . . . .  , n, 
where n is the cardinality. 
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4.3. Definition. Two J-markings ml and m 2 of H are equivalent, denoted m~ ~ m2, 
iff there exists a symmetry ~p e • such that m~ = q~(m2). It is easy to show that - is 
an equivalence relation. 
We would like to draw the reader's attention to the fact that, given a net, there 
are often several meaningful ways to define a partition. It is the user who chooses 
the partition, and this choice determines the possible symmetries and thus, the 
relation of equivalent markings. In Section 5 we will define two soundness criteria 
for partitions and we will establish four proof rules which, for sound partitions, 
allow us to deduce properties of HL-nets from properties of the corresponding 
HL-trees. 
Given the notions above, we are now able to formalize th~ definition of reachability 
trees for HL-nets. 
4.4. Definition. A reachability tree (HL-tree) for an HL-net with an equivalence 
relation - (specified by a partition) is the full reachability tree 3 reduced with respect 
to covering markings and equivalent markings as follows: 
(1) If a node y strictly covers a predecessor z, then we assign mr(p)(c ) := w for 
all p ~ e and c ~ C(p)  satisfying my(p)(c) > mz(p)(c). 
(2) Only one node in each (reachable) equivalence class of ~ is developed further. 
Only one node from a set of equivalent brothers is included in the tree; the other 
nodes are removed, but the arc to the included brother node contains information 
of their existence. 
(3) Associated to each node is an w-marking and a node label. The node label is 
a (possibly empty) sequence of status information, which may indicate that the 
marking is either equivalent to the marking of an earlier processed node, covering 
the marking of a predecessor node, or dead. 
(4) Associated to each arc from node nl to n2 is an arc label which is a list of 
occurrence information. Each element is a pair (t, c) where t ~ T and c ~ C(t). Each 
pair in the list has concession at the marking of nl. An occurrence of the first pair 
in the list results in the marking of n2, whereas occurrence of the other pairs results 
in markings which are equivalent to the marking of n2. 
Now we will describe our algorithm to produce the HL-trees. To create a new 
node we use the operation "NEwNODE(m, l)", where m and l are the oJ-marking 
and node label of the node. A new arc is created by "NEWARC(nl, n2, l)" where 
nl, n2, and l are the source node, destination ode, and arc label respectively. It
is possible to append new information to an existing label l by the operation 
"APPEND(I, new-inf)". The ~o-marking and the node label of a node x is denoted by 
mx and Ix respectively. The arc label of the arc from node x to node y is denoted 
by Ixy. By "NExT(m, t, c)" we denote the ~o-marking obtained by the occurrence of 
transition t with colour c ~ C(t)  in the ~o-marking m. 
3 The full reachability tree contains all reachable m rkings and all transition sequences starting from 
the initial marking. 
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Algorithm to produce HL-trees 
UNPROCESSED := {NEWNODE(mo, empty)}, PROCESSED := 0 
repeat 
SELECT some node x ~ UNPROCESSED 
if mx ~ my for some node y ¢ PROCESSED 
then APPEND(Ix, "equioalent to y") 
else if no pair (t, c) has concession at rn~ 
then APPEND(Ix, "dead") 
else 
begin {x is nonequivalent and non-dead} 
for all (t, c) having concession in mx do 
begin 
m := NEXT(rex, t, C); I := empty 
for all ancestors z with m > mz do 
begin 
for all p ~ P, c e C(p)  where m(p)(c)  > m,(p)(c)  do 
m(p)(c)  := ~o 
APPEND(/, "covering of z") 
end 
if m --- mr, for some node u being a son of x 
then APPEND(lx~, "(t, C)") 
else 
begin 
V := NEWNODE(m, I) 
UNPROCESSED :----- UNPROCESSED k.) {V} 
NEWARC(X, V, "(t, C)") 
end 
end 
end 
UNPROCESSED := UNPROCESSED\{X}, PROCESSED := PROCESSED k.) {X} 
until UNPROCESSED = ~. 
The algorithm works in the following way: as long as there still are unprocessed 
nodes, one is selected and processed. The processing of a node starts with a check 
for equivalence with an already processed node, i.e., only the first processed node 
in each equivalence class of - -  is developed further. If  no equivalent node has been 
found, the node is checked for being dead. If  it is not dead, for each pair (t, c) with 
concession, a son is produced and included in the tree (unless it is an equivalent 
brother). Each HL-tree is a subtree of a PT-tree for the equivalent PT-net, obtained 
from the HL-net by the method described in [4]. In [2, 7, 8], it is shown that each 
PT-tree is finite. Thus, each HL-tree is finite and our algorithm always halts. 
Technical remark. The constructed HL-tree normally depends on the order in 
which the nodes are processed. This means that each HL-net may have several 
corresponding HL-trees. Normally, an implementation enforces an ordering rule 
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for the processifig of nodes and this rule then determines the actual HL-tree that 
is constructed for the HL-net by that implementation. 
Technical remark: In an implementation f the algorithm it is crucial to minimize 
the time spent on testing for equivalence. In [3, Appendix 3] we describe a fairly 
eitective algorithm to test two to-markings for equivalence. Moreover, our 
implementation will use hash coding to divide markings into subclasses in such a 
way that equivalent markings always belong to the same subclass. This hash coding 
drastically decreases the number of pairs to be tested for equivalence. 
5. What can be proved by means of HL-trees? 
In this section we discuss how HL-trees can be used to prove properties of the 
corresponding HL-nets. 
A proof rule is a theorem by which properties of HL-nets can be deduced from 
properties of HL-trees (or vice versa). For PT-trees, Hack [2] and Peterson [8] 
describe anumber of such proof rules, from which it is possible to deduce information 
concerning boundedness, coverability, reachability, liveness, etc. Some of the proof 
rules are total, in the sense that the question concerning presence or absence of the 
particular net property can always be answered by means of the proof rule. Other 
proof rules are partial, in the sense that the question can only sometimes be answered. 
For HL-trees, the situation is a bit more complicated since the observed tree 
properties may, in a crucial way, depend on the chosen partition which determines 
the relation of equivalent markings. Hence, it is necessary to introduce the notion 
of a sound partition, which intuitively means that the partition respects the inherent 
symmetry properties of the HL-nct. If, for the philosopher system, we allowed 
arbitrary permutation i stead of just rotation, this would be a typical example of a 
non-sound partition si ce it neglects the fact that in this system there is another 
relationship between neighbours than between non-neighbours. Analogously, it 
would be non-sound to have both PH and F as atomic colour sets since this would 
neglect he fact that there is another elationship between a philosopher and the 
two nearest forks than between the philosopher and the three remote forks. 
5.1. Definition. A partition is sound itt it satisfies the following criteria: 
(SC2) V~ ~ ~: mo= ~(mo). 
(SC1) can be visualized by the following commutative diagram: 
BAG(C(t)) ~cco ~ BAG(C(t)) 
A 
BAG(C(p)) '~c"~ , BAG(C(p)) 
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(SC 1) demands that the chosen partition for the HL-net, and hence the set of allowed 
symmetries, agree with the occurrence of transitions in the sense that equivalent 
colours have to be treated in the 'same' way. (SC2) demands that the initi~ marking 
be symmetric. In practice, it is often almost rivial to verify the soundness criteria 
by means of the following rules: 
(R1): Due to the linearity of the functions, (SC1) can be verified by checking 
only steps of the form (t, c). 
(R2): If I±(p, t) is an identity function or a zero function, then (SC1) is always 
satisfied. 
(R3): When I±(p, t) is a sum of several functions, (SC1) can be verified for each 
of them separately. 
(R4): When a function appears in I±(p, t) for several places or transitions, it
only needs to be considered once to verify (SC1). 
(RS): When the symmetry types of C(t) and C(p) both are identity, (SC1) is 
always satisfied. 
(R6): When the symmetry type of C(t) is rotation, it is enough to consider the 
"one-step-forward' otation to verify (SC1). 
(R7): When the symmetry type of~C(t) is permutation, it is enough to consider 
transpositions (interchanging of two elements) to verify (SC1). 
(R8): (SC2) is satisfied iff 
Vp • P: [sym(C(p)) ~ identity ~ 3k • No: mo(p) = k x Y, C(p))], 
where ~ C(p) denotes the bag which contains exactly one occurrence of each colour 
in C(p). 
As an example, the soundness of the partition chosen for the philosopher system 
in Section 3 can easily be verified. We only have to prove the following properties 
(where r is the function relating F to PH, while ¢Pn is the 'one-step-forward' otation 
on PH): 
r-1 o ~OpHO ro le f t  = lef to ~OpH, r - lo~opHOror ight=r ighto~Opn . 
To formulate our proof rules we need some notation. R(mo) is the set of markings 
which are reachable from mo. R(mo)(p) = {m(p)(c)[m • R(mo) ^  c • C(p)} is the 
set of coefficients appearing at place p, while R(mo)(p)(c) ={m(p)(c)[m • R(mo)} 
is the set of coefficients appearing at place p for colour c. T(mo) is the set of nodes 
in the HL-tree having mo as root. T(mo)(p) and T(mo)(p)(c) are defined analogously 
to R(mo)(p) and R(mo)(p)(c), respectively. Furthermore, we define the function 
mapc(p) from C(p) into subsets of C(p) as follows: 
mapc(p)(c) ={c'• C(p) 13q~ • 4~: ~Oc(p)(c') = c}. 
Observation: 
{c} if sym(C(p)) = identity, 
(O1) mapc(p)(c) = C(p) if sym(C(p)) • {rotation, permutation}. 
We now formulate our four proof rules for HL-trees. They are generalizations of 
the proof rules for PT-trees given i [8]. 
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Proof rules for HL-nets 
(PR1): H is bounded <:~ Vp ~ P: to ~ T(mo)(p), 
prerequisite: (SC1); 
(PR2): sup g(mo) (p) (c )4=max ~_J T(mo)(p)(c'), 
c' ~mapc(p)(C) 
prerequisite: (SC1), (SC2); 
(PR3): =lt~ e T(mo): "dead"  ~ l~ ~ =lm e R(mo): m is dead, 
prerequisite: none; 
=lm e R(mo): m is dead ~ (=la ~ T(mo): "dead"e l~) 
v (3p ~ P: to e T(mo)(p)), 
prerequisite: (SC1). 
(PR4): 
As an example on how the proof  rules can be used, we again turn to the philosopher 
system with the HL-tree shown in Fig. 2. By applying (PR1) we derive that the net 
is bounded, and from (PR2) we see that 1 can be used as a uniform bound for 
all places and all colours. (PR4) tells us that no reachable marking is dead. 
To prove the correctness of our proof rules we need the following four lemmas: 
5.2. Lemma. Assume (SC1), then V~p ~ ~: ml[tT)m2~ tp(ml)[tp(or))~(m2) for all 
to-markings and all transition sequences. 
Proof. By induction on the length of or. [] 
5.3. Corollary. Assume (SC1) and (SC2), then 
(a) ml~m2 ==~ [mleR(mo)<=~m2eR(mo)],  
(b) m~ ~ m2 :=~ [ml is dead ¢~ m2 is dead]. 
5.4. Definition. Given an w-marking mo, and a marking m, we define that m~ agrees 
with m, denoted m~ r> m, iff 
Vp~ P Vc~ C(p):  m,o(p)(c) # to ===> m,o(p)(c)= m(p)(c),  
i.e., for each pair p and c, the coefficients in m~ and m are identical or that of m~ 
is to. It is easy to prove the following observations. 
Observations: 
(02) mo~ > m ~ ~p(m,,) c> tp(m) for all tp ~ ~, 
(03) mo, t> m ^ mCo')m' ::~ 3m' :  m,,,[tr)m" ^ m" t> m' for all transition 
sequences tr. 
5.5. Lemma. Assume (SC1), then Vm ~ R(mo) 3~o ~ • :ia ~ T(mo): me ~" q~(m). 
4 By convention, sup A = to for A _ N when Vk ~ N 3a  ¢ A: a ~>/~ 
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Proof. In order to deal with reduction by equivalent markings, the corresponding 
proof for PT-trees in [2, Lemma 3.7] can be generalized. The proof is done by 
induction on the length of tr, where mo[tr)m. [] 
5.6. Definition. Given an to-marking m and k e N, we then define m[~], the substitu- 
tion of to by k, as follows: 
if m(p)(c) = to, 
otherwise, 
3peP  3c~ C(p) VkeN 3meR(mo) :  m(p)(c)> k. 
For each of these m, by Lemma 5.5, 
T(mo) 35 m 4:  
We then get 
m~(p)(q~(p)(C))>.. - cp "(m)(p)(q~(p)(c))= m(p)(c) > k 
(3) 
(4) 
for each k in (2). ">~" follows from (3), "="  is an immediate consequence of the 
way tpm(m) is defined, while ">"  follows from (2). Since T(mo) and • are finite, 
for all p ~ P and c e C(p). 
5.7. Lemma. Va ~ T(mo) VkeN 3m~ R(mo): m~ ~>m~ > m~[~]. 
Proof. See Appendix A. The proof of this lemma is by far the most complicated 
and it involves everal induction arguments. [] 
5.8. Corollary. (a) to e T(mo)(p)(c) ~sup R(mo)(p)(c) = to. 
(b) '¢k ~N: k e T(mo)(p)( c) ~ k e R(mo)(p)(c). 
5.9. Lemma. Assume (SC1) and (SC2), then 
sup g(mo)(p)(c)=max [..J T(mo)(p)(c'). 
c'Emapc(p)(C) 
I f  only (SC1) is assumed, we get "~<" instead of "=".  
Proof. See Appendix A. [] 
5.10. Theorem. The four proof rules (PR1)-(PR4) are valid, under the given prere- 
quisites. 
Proof. (PR1): The proof is by contradiction. Assume that H is bounded, and 3p e P: 
to e T(mo)(p). Then, to ~ T(mo)(p)(c) for some colour c ~ C(p) and, by Corollary 
5.8, R(mo)(p)(c) is unbounded--a contradiction with H being bounded. 
Next, assume that Vp e P: to ~ T(mo)(p) and H unbounded, i.e., 
(2) 
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it follows from (4) that 3a '~ T(mo): m,.,(p)(~pm(c))= o2: a contradiction with o2 
T( mo)(p). 
(PR2): Identical to Lemma 5.9. 
(PR3): Assume that 3a  ~ T(mo): "dead" ~ l~. By Lemma 5.7, 3m ~ R(mo): m~ r> 
m. The marking m~ is dead and since m is smaller, m is dead, too. 
(PR4): Assume that =ira ~ R(mo): m is dead, and 'Ca ~ T(mo): "dead"~ l~. By 
Lemma 5.5, =:1¢ E ~ =la ~ T(mo): m~ r> ~o(m). The marking ¢(m) is dead, by Corol- 
lary 5.3, m~ is not dead and thus, we conclude m~ > ~p(m) which, together with 
m~ r>~p(m), yields m~(p)(c)= o) for some pc  P and c~ C(p). [] 
The following two lemmas are not necessary to establish the proof rules, but they 
provide useful insight in the structure of the reachability tree. 
5.11. Lemma. Va l ,  a2~ T(mo) with (t, c)~ I~1~2 =lml, m2~ R(mo) with ml[t, c)m2 
such that 
(i) m~l ~> ml and 
f m2 
(ii) m~2~ , . 
t ,p( m2) 
/f (t, c)= head(L1 ,,2), 
for some ~o ~ ~ otherwise. 
Proof. Using Lemma 5.7 with a l  for a and max{/_(p, t)(c)(c')]p~ P^ c'~ C(p)} 
for k, we get an m~ ~ R(mo) such that m~ ~- m~ and (t, c) has concession at ml (with 
ml[t, c)m2). I f  (t, c)=head(lal~2), we have m~[t, c)m~2 and (ii) directly follows 
from observation (03); otherwise we can get the deleted brother node by means of 
a symmetry such that ~o-1(m~2) t> m2, and we finish with observation (02). [] 
5.12. Lemma. Assume (SCI), then Vml, m2E R(mo) with m~[t, c)m2 there exists a 
~o ~ • and =lal, a2 ~ T(mo) with ~p( t, c)~ 1~1~2 such that 
(i) m,l r> ~o(ml) and 
(ii) m,~2t> ~ ~°(m2) i f~o(t ,c)=head(l~2),  
[q~'o~p(m2) for some ¢' ~ • otherwise. 
Proof. The existence of ~o and a 1 follows from Lemma 5.5 and we have (i). (As in 
the proof of Lemma 5.5, we choose a 1 to be in the node in the actual equivalence 
class which is further processed.) Lemma 5.2 yields 
¢(ml)[~o(t, c))~(m2). (5) 
We can then use observation (03) on (i) and (5) and get 
m~l[~p(t, c))th and rh ~> ¢(m2). (6) 
Hence, we can select a2 to be that son of a l  which has q~(t, c)~ I,,1,,2. If  ~p(t, c) = 
head(/~l ~2), we have ma2 = th and the second part of (6) gives (ii). Otherwise, we 
have to apply a symmetry as in the proof of Lemma 5.11. [] 
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6. Examples of the use of HL-trees 
This section contains two examples which, together with the system of the five 
dining philosophers treated in Section 3, illustrate a spectrum of the problems 
concerning the construction and analysis of HL-trees. The first example is a system 
where the quivalence relation involves permutation, identity, and products. The 
second example illustrates covering markings. 
6.1. Example (Data base system). This example is taken from [4], but originally 
it was given by Genrich and Lautenbach. 
Three database managers, DBM = {a, b, c}, communicate with each other. Each 
manager can make an update to his own database. At the same time he must send 
a message to each of the other managers, thereby informing them about the update. 
Having sent this set of messages, the sending manager waits until all other managers 
have received his message, performed an update, and sent an acknowledgment. 
When all acknowledgments are present, the sending manager returns to be inactive. 
At that time (but not before) another manager may perform an update and send 
messages. 
Each manager can be in three states: 'inactive', waiting' (for acknowledgments), 
and 'performing' (an update on request of another manager). The managers com- 
municate via a fixed set of message buffers, MB = {(s, r) I s, r ~ DBM A s ~ r}, where 
s represents he sender and r represents the receiver. Each message buffer may be 
in four different states: 'unused', sent', 'received' and 'acknowledged'. 
The system can be described by the HL-net in Fig. 3. The corresponding incidence 
matrix is shown in Table 2, and a partition is defined by 
atomic: DBM: permutation; E: identity; 
product: MB: subset of DBM x DBM. 
Table 2 
Incidence matrix for the data base system. 
P1 DBM 
P2 DBM 
P3 DBM 
P4 E 
T1 T2 T3 T4 mo 
DBM DBM MB MB 
E DBM - ID  ID -REC REC 
ID - ID  
REC -REC 
-ABS ABS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ t -  t -  
P5 MB -MINE MINE ~ MB 
P6 MB MINE - ID  
P7 MB ID - ID  
P8 MB -MINE ID 
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DBM = {a, b, e}, 
update 
and send 
mess~jes 
waitinO 
I receive 
ecknowledo- 
men~.~__ 
ITi 
- P5  
7 
INE(s) 
The functions 
]L~ / liNE(s) 
r) 
P3 ~ '~b~'~P 7 
M ~ MB 
~_,knowleag- 
ment i 
MB = DBM x DBM\{(u, u)lu ~ DBM}, 
Fig. 3. HL-net for the data base system. 
ID~ [BAG(DBM)-~ BAG(DBM)]L, 
ABS E [BAG(DBM) -* BAG(E)]L, 
M INE  E [BAG(DBM) -* BAG(MB) ]L, 
ID E [BAG(MB) -~ BAG(MB) ]L, 
REC e [BAG(MB) ~ BAG(DBM)]L 
are defined by 
ID(s) =s  
ABS(s) = e 
MINE(s )= Y~ (s, r) 
rg~s 
ID((s,r))=(s,r) 
REC((s, r ) )=  r 
for all s e DBM,  
for all s e DBM,  
for all s e DBM,  
for all (s, r) E MB, 
for all (s, r) E MB. 
E={~}. 
sent P6 
1B 
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Soundness criterion (SC1) is verified by means of rules (R1)-(R7), given in Section 
5. By (R1), (R2), and (R4) it is sufficient o check that the incidence functions ABS, 
MINE, and REC satisfy 
¢c<p)oI±(p, t)(c)= I±(p, t)otpc(t)(c) 
for each q~ e ~ and c ~ C(t). 
(ABS): Let ~ ~ • and s e DBM. Then 
q~.(ABS(s)) = q~(e) = e = ABS( q~DBM(S))" 
(MINE): Let ~p e ~ and s e DBM. Then 
~MB(MINE(s)) = t~MB(~s (S'X)) =~'(tpDBM(s)'~pDBM(x))x~'s 
= Y. (~OtmM(s),y)=MINE(~ODBM(S)). 
Y~ ¢PDBM($) 
In this particular case we do not use rule (R7) since it is just as easy to prove the 
property for arbitrary permutations. 
(REC): Let ~p ~ • and (s, r) ~ MB. Then 
tPDBM(REC((s, r ) ) )= tpDnM(r) = REC((tPDBM(S), ~0DnM(r))) = REC(tPMn(S, r)). 
Soundness criterion (SC2) immediately follows from rule (R8) in Section 5. 
Having verified soundness for the partition we can now apply the proof rules on 
the HL-tree shown in Fig. 4. 
(PR1): The HL-net is bounded. 
(PR2): All places and all colours in the HL-net have 1 as a uniform bound. This 
follows from the following observations: 
mapDnM(S) = DBM for all s ~ DBM 
map,(e) = {e} = E 
mapuB((s, r)) = MB for all (s, r) ~ MB 
(PR3): Cannot be applied. 
(by (01)), 
(by (01)), 
(from the definition of 
"map'). 
(PR4): The HL-net has no reachable marking which is dead. 
The leaves of the tree are identical with # 1 and #6, respectively. This is, however, 
a coincidence and it changes if the nodes are processed in another order. As 
mentioned earlier, an alternative to the HL-tree is to construct the PT-tree for the 
equivalent PT-net. In Table 3 we compare the size of the HL-tree with the size of 
the PT-tree (for different sizes of DBM). 
The HL-trees are not just smaller than the corresponding PT-trees, but they also 
seem to grow slower when the sizes of the involved eolour sets increase. It is, 
however, normally not necessary to consider colour sets which have more than a 
few elements. If you know how a system with five philosophers works, you also" 
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(T3,(a,c)) 
(Tl,a) I (Tl,b)(Tl,c) 
#2 I -a~DBM-a _-ZMB-((a'b)+(a'c)(a'b)+(a'c)) 1
(T3, (a,b)) ~ (T3,(a,c)) 
#3 I ZDBM-a-bb_a ZMB-((a,b)+(a,c))(a,b)(a,c) 1 
I - 
(T4, (a,b)) I (T4, 
#6 I ca_~DBM-a-c 
(T4, (a,c))~ 
#8 I a _ 7.DBM-a 
(T2,a) 
~9 ~ _ ZDBM 
£ 
ZMB-((a'b)+(a'c) l-(a,b)+(a,c) #51 ZDBM-aa- 
(a,c)) (T3, (a,c))~ 
(a,c) 
(a,b) 
ZMB- ((a,b) + (a,c))) 
(a,b) + (a,c) 
~MB 
EQUIVALENT TO I 
ZMB- ((a,b) + (a,c)) 
(a,c) 
(a,b) 
2MB-((a'b)+(a'c)) l - (a ,c )  
(a,b) EQUIVALENT TO 6 
Fig. 4. HL-tree for the data base system with three data base managers. 
Table 3 
Data base system. 
Number of data 
base managers 
Number of nodes 
in the HI-tree 
Number of nodes 
in the PT-tree 
5 
9 
14 
23 
9 
43 
225 
>1400 
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know how a system with six or more works. Analogously, you have to investigate 
a system with three data base managers in order to know how a system with arbitrarily 
many managers would work. But, even' for small colour sets, the HL-trees are 
considerably smaller than the corresponding PT-trees. This is illustrated for the data 
base system by Table 3, and for the philosopher system by Table 4. 
Table 4 
Philosopher system. 
Number of 
philosophers 
Number of nodes Number of nodes 
in the HL-tree in the PT-tree 
3 3 7 
4 5 17 
5 5 31 
6.2. Example (Producer-consumer system). Two producers, A = {al,  a2}, each pro- 
duce their own kind of message which they repeatedly send to a consumer via an 
unbounded buffer. The consumer can only receive pairs of messages consisting of 
one message from each producer. 
The system can be described by the HL-net in Fig. 5. The corresponding incidence 
matrix is shown in Table 5, where the function 
PAIRe [BAG(B)-* BAG(A)]L 
is defined by 
PAIR(b) -- a l  + a2. 
We define a partition by 
atomic: A: permutation; B: identity. 
f 
a 
,! 
~PI 3 
JA  
eceive I T3 
° t *  
A={aI, a2}, B ={b}. 
Fig. 5. HL-net for the producer-consumer system. 
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Table 5 
Incidence matrix for the producer-consumer system. 
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P1 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
T1 T2 T3 T4 mo 
A A B B 
- ID  ID 
ID - ID  
ID 
- ID  ID 
ID - ID  
-PAIR 
Y A 
EB 
Soundness of the partition immediately follows from rules (R1)-(R8) in Section 5. 
One of the corresponding HL-trees is shown in Fig. 6. 
We can now apply the proof rules. 
(PR1): The HL-net is unbounded. 
(PR2): The places P1-P4 are bounded for all colours, with 1 as a uniform bound. 
The place PS, which represents the buffer, is unbounded for both colours in its 
colour set. 
(PR3): Cannot be applied. 
(PR4): Cannot be applied. 
The HL-tree has 30 nodes of which 17 are coverings (some of them even cover 
two other markings). As in the two other examples of this paper, the HL-tree for 
this system is remarkably smaller than the corresponding PT-tree (see Table 6). 
Table 6 
Producer-consumer system. 
Number of Number of nodes Number of nodes 
producers in the HL-tree in the PT-tree 
2 3O 93 
Appendix A 
This appendix contains the proofs of Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9. Furthermore, it contains 
five propositions which are necessary for the proofs. 
Definition A.1. Let I = I+ - I_. Then, for each transition sequence 
o,-'(tl, c2)(t2, c2)...  (t,, c,) with n~>0, 
we define A(tr) to be tlie change in marking caused by or: 
i l  
P:  = t , ) (c , ) .  
i~ l  
Analogously we define A+ and A_ by means of I+ and/_  respectively. 5 
5 In the terminology of [4, 6] A(cr)= I* or, where "*" is the generalized matrix product. 
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(T2,al)[ 
(T1,al) I 
i+a2 COVERING 
OF 3 
L 'L J 
I 
(T2,al)I(T2,a2) 
#24 Fal ] 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 16 
COVERING 
OF 5 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 6 
COVERING 
OF 5 
(Tl,a2)[ 
#19 il÷a 2
(T3,b) 1 
l+a2 
[~al +~a2 1 
(T2,al) 1 (T2,a2) 
#29 Fal ] 
< } 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 21 
(T2,al) 
(T2,a2) I 
#16 Fa2 ] 
lb I ICO~ RING 
(T2,a2)~ 
COVERING 
OF I 
#20[ at+a2 ] 
~ow~ ~ 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 10 
COVERING 
OF I 
(T1,al)I (T1,a2) 
/ al I EQUIVALENT 
~b >To 16 
/ - / COV~I.G 
(T3~b) i 
#21 F a2 
L mal+taa2 
(T2,al)~ 
EQUIVALENT 
(TI ,a2) I 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 18 
(T4 ,b) 
~l*~a2J 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 16 
COVERING 
OF 2 
(T4,b)~ TO 25 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 19 
COVERING 
OF 3, 9 
Fig. 6. HL-tree for the producer-consumer system. 
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(TI ,a2)l 
~'.a', I 
~I~2j 
(Tl,al)i(Tl ,a2) 
EQUIVALENT 
"1"O21 
(TI ,a2) i 
#I 1 lil+a2 I 
L ~2 J EQUIVALENT TO 9 
COVERING 
OF 3 
(T4 ,b)~ 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 10 
COVERING 
OF I 
(Tl,'al) ~. (Tl,a2) 
f 
(T2,al) I 
1 "1 / COVERING 
LT~J 
(T2,al)~ 
#12Ii1+a2 1 
EQUIVALENT 
TO I0 
COVERING 
OF I 
(Tl,al) 
(TI ,a2)I 
L~j  EQUIVALENT TO9 
i.i 
L~U 
#4 [ al+a2] 
; - ! COVERING 
L~° IJ 
(Tl,a2) I 
~o~ 
~alJ 
EQUIVALENT 
TO 6 
A31 . 
(T2,al)~ 
L;-~j 
F, QUI VALENT 
"i"O4 
COVERING 
OF I 
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A.I. Propositions 
Assume the following situation: 
• root 
oOl 
¶ 
(7" 
(t,c)I ~ 
y covering of a 
where 
(i) 'covering of a '~  ly, 
(ii) (t, c) =head(lz~), 
(iii) cr consists of the heads of all arc labels between a and 
Then the following propositions are satisfied: 
(a) m~ I> m~ + A(t, c)/> m,~. 
(b) ma(p)(c') ~ o, ~ A(cr)(p)(c') I> 0 for all p ~ P and c'e C(p). 
(c) m~(p)(c') ~o~ =:> A(cr)(p)(c') = 0 for all p ~ P and c' ~ C(p). 
(d) or is a transition sequence at an m-marking m if 
y. 
~m~(p)(c') if m,(p)(c')#o~, 
m(p)(c')>~[A_(cr)(p)(c') if mtj(p)(c')=oj 
for all p~P and c' ~ C(p). 
(e) I f  al, a2 , . . . ,  a,, are all nodes for which 'covering of ai'e Iv (with transition 
sequences or1, or2,..., or, where ¢r~ consists of the heads of aU arc labels between a~ and 
y), we also get  
(ma(p)(c')# ¢o ^  m~(p)(c')=~o) ~ : l ie  1 , . . . ,  n: A(o'i)(p)(c') > 0 
for all p ~ P and c' ~ C(p). 
Proof. Propositions A. l (a)-(c)  and (e) immediately 
algorithm• 
To prove Proposition A. l(d),  let or have the form 
(r= (t,, cl)(t2, c2) . . .  (t~, ck) with k~ > 1 
and let 80, 81 , . . . ,  8k be the nodes between a and y: 
follow from the HL-tree 
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80 = 0t 
(t,, C,) 
81 
82 
( 
tk,= (ckt,)c) ~ 8k = y covering of a. 
The proof is by induction on j ~ 0 , . . . ,  k, using the following induction hypothesis: 
there exists a marking m' such that 
(i) m[(t~, ct ) . . .  (tj, cj))m', 
[ms~(p)(c') if ma(p)(c ' )~to,  
(ii) m'(p)(c')>>- ~ A-((tj+~, Cj+l) . . .  (tk, Ck))(p)(c') 
[. if m~(p)(c') = to 
for all pc P and c'e C(p)  and j<  k. 
When j = k, part (i) of the induction hypothesis immediately yields that tr is a 
transition sequence at m, and the proof of Proposition A.l(d) is finished. 
Basis step: j = 0. Then m can be used as m' in (i). Part (ii) immediately follows 
from the assumption of Proposition A.l(d). 
Induction step: j > 0. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a marking m' such 
that 
m[ ( tl, cl) . . . ( tj_l, ci_l))m', (A.1) 
{ maj_,(p)(c') if mtj(p)(c ' )~to , m'(p)(c')>~ A_((tj, cj) . . . (tk, Ck))(p)(c') (A.2) 
if m~(p)(c ' )= to 
for all p ~ P and c'~ C(p) .  Since (b, cj) = head(/8~_,sj), it has concession at msj_, and 
by (A.2) it has concession at m' too, i.e., 3m": 
m'[ tj, cj)m". (A.3) 
Together with (A.1) this yields m[(h ,  cO. . .  (t;, cj))m", i.e., part (i) of the induction 
hypothesis for j. Now, let p e P and c' ~ C(p)  and j < k to check part (ii) of the 
induction hypothesis for j. There are two cases: 
Case 1: m~(p)(c ' )#to.  Since j<k ,  8j# % and since m~(p)(c ' )#to,  there is not 
introduced any to at place p and colour c' at any predecessor node of ft. Especially, 
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m~j(p)( c') ~ to and then 
m,,(p)(c')= msj_~(p)(c')+ A(tj, cj)(p)(c') 
Case 2: m,(p)(c')  
m"(p)(c')= 
>>. 
<~ m'(p)(c') + A(tj, cj)(p)(c') 
=m"(p)(c').  
= w. Then 
m'(p)(c') + A ( tj, cj)( p)( c') 
A_(  ( tj, cj)( tj+~, c~+,) . . . ( t~, c~) ) (p ) (  c') 
+ a(tj, cj)(p)(c') 
= Z_((tj, cj)(tj+~, Cj+l)... (tk, Ck))(p)(c') 
+ A+(tj, Cj)(p)(c')--A_(t~, Cj)(p)(c') 
>~ A-((tj+m, Cj+l) . .. (tk, Ck))(p)(c'). [] 
(by (A.2)) 
(by (A.3)) 
(by (A.3)) 
(by (A.2)) 
A.2. Proof of ~mma 5. 7 
The proof is by induction on the number of  arcs from the root to a. 
Basis step: number of arcs = 0. Then a is the root node and m~ = too. We can use 
moeR(mo) for m for all keN.  
Induction step: number of arcs >0.  The general situation can be pictured as 
follows: 
• ~0 
• a i 
~' )I ~ 
(t, a C 
covering of  ai 
a l , . . . ,  a ,  are all nodes with "covering o f  a i '~ 1~, and tri consists of the heads of  
all arc labels between ai and a. Now,  let k ~ N be given. The induction step is rather 
complicated. The proof is divided into four parts, I-IV, and the idea can be visualized 
as follows: 
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ms ~" mE >~ m~U] 
(t, c) ~ ~---part I 
( t, c) rna *--part II 
o'~.., o'. ~ part III 
me ~ m i> m,~[~] *--part IV. 
By the induction hypothesis we get he marking mfl ~ R(mo) corresponding to ma. 
From m/3, (t, c) occurs to get the marking ma. Then, for each 'covering of oi 'e l,,, 
o.i occurs k times to get the marking m corresponding to m~. When choosing m/3 
k we have to ensure that (t, c) followed by o'k.., o'n can occur from raft. 
Now, let K1,/(2 ~ N satisfy 
KI>- A_(t, c)(p)(c') for all pc P and c' ~ C(p), (A.4) 
K2~ A-(trk. . .  o'k)(p)(c') for all p e P and c'e C(p). (A.5) 
By the induction hypothesis 3raft ~ R(mo): 
[ o]  
VpeP Vc 'eC(p) :  mo(p)(c')>~m~(p)(c')~m a k+KI+K2 (p)(c ). 
(A.6) 
k The choice of K1 and /(2 assures that (t, c) followed by o'k... O., can occur from 
m/3, which can be a problem if ma(p)(c') is infinite while m3(p)(c') is finite. 
Part I: We want to show that ( , c) has concession at raft; take p ~ P and c'e C (p). 
There are two cases: 
Case 1: ma(p)(c') ~ to. Then, by definition, 
to ](.)(c')=ma(p)(c') 
mr3 k + K~ + K2 
and (by (A.6)) 
mE(p)(c') = ma(p)(c') >i A_(t, c)(p)(c') 
since (t, c) has concession at m a. 
Case 2: ma(p)(c') = to. Then 
m~ (p)(c') i> k + K1 + Ks 
a_(t, c)(p)(c') 
(by (A.6)) 
(by (A.4)). 
Since (t, c) has concession at raft, there exists an ma ~ R(mo) satisfying mfl[t, c)ma, 
i.e., 
'¢p~ P Vc' e C(p): mot(p)(c')= mfl(p)(c')+ A(t, c)(p)(c'). (A.7) 
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Part II: The marking ma satisfies the following two conditions: Vp e P Vc'E 
C(p): 
(m~(p)(c')=(o ~ m~(p)(c')=(o) 
(A.8) 
F O~ 1 f m(~(p)( c') m°L k + )' 
m~(p)(c') ~oJ ==> ma(p)(c')= m,(p)(c')+ A( t, c)(p)(c'). (A.9) 
Condition (A.9) immediately follows from (A.6) and (A.7). 
To show (A.8), take p E P and c'E C(p) and assume m~(p)(c') = to ¢=> ma(p)(c' ) = 
~o. Then 
m~(p)( c') = ma(p) (c') + A(t, c)(p)( c'). (A. 10) 
There are now two cases: 
Case 1: m~(p)( c') # to ^  ma(p)(c' ) # oo. Then, by (A.6), ma(p)(c') = mfl(p)( c'). 
From (A.7) and (A.10) it follows that mo,(p)(c') = ma(p)(c') and since m(,(p)(c') # 
00, we have 
[°] m,,(p)(c ' )=ma(p)(c ' )=m~ k+K2 (p)(c'). 
Case 2: m~(p)(c') = oJ ^  ma(p)(c') = to. Then 
ma(p)(c')=mfl(p)(c ')+A(t,  c)(p)(c') (by (A.7)) 
>~ mfl (p)(c ' ) -  A_( t, c)(p)( c') 
>~ k+ K~+ K2-A_(t ,  c)(p)(c') (by (A.6)) 
>~ k + K 2 (by (A.4)) 
and thus we have 
[o ]  
m,.(p)( c') = oo ~ ma(p) (  c') ~ k+ K2 = m. k+ K2 (p)( c ). 
Part I I I :  We will now show that or~..,  o-~ is a transition sequence at ma. Let 
O.lk.. k 
• 0% = ~:1~:2. We will use induction on the length of ~:~ and the induction 
hypothesis is as follows: ma[~C~)m~,, where rn~ satisfies 
(1) m~(p)(c')#oa ==> m~l(p)(c'))m~,(p)(c')  foral l  i E1 , . . . ,n ,  
(2) ma(p)(c')=oa ==> m~,(p)(c')>-k+K2-A_(f ,)(p)(c') .  
Basis step of part I I I :  [~1{ = 0. Then ~:1 = A and m~:l = ma. 
(1) Assume ma(p)(c' ) # to. Then 
ma(p)(c')=ma(p)(c')+A(t,  c)(p)(c') (by (A.9)) 
>>- m~,(p)(c') for all i E 1 , . . . ,  n. 
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The inequality follows from Proposition A.l(a) used on each of the involved 
coverings. 
(2) Assume m,(p)(c') = to. Then m.(p)(c') = to, too and ma(p)(c') >I k+K2 (by 
(A.8)). 
Induction step of part III: [~:tl > 0. Then let srt = ~:oCri. By the induction hypothesis 
we have: 
mot [~o) m~o , (A.11) 
where m~:o satisfies 
m~(p)(c') # to ~ m~o(p)(c') >>- m~,(p)(c') for all i e 1 , . . . ,  n, (A.12) 
m~(p)(c') = to =,, m~o(p)(c')~> k + K2-  A_(~o)(p)(c'). (A.13) 
In the case of (A.12) it immediately follows that cri is a transition sequence at m~o, 
while in the case of (A.13) this follows since 
m~o(p)(c')>~ k + K2-  a_(~o)(p)(c') 
>t K2-a_ (¢o) (p ) (c ' )  
>i a_ ( ,~ .  . . #~)(p) (c ' ) -a_ (~o) (p ) (c ' )  (by (A.5)) 
= a_(~2) (p) (c ' ) -a_ (~o) (p) (c ' )  
>1 a_ (~, ) (p ) (c ' ) -a_ (~o) (p ) (c ' )  
= a_(6o~,)(p)(c') - a_(~o)(p)(c') 
= a_(~,)(p)(c').  
Thus, let m~l ~ R(mo) be defined by 
msro[Cr~)m~:t • (A.14) 
Then ma[~)msrl by (A.11). Now m~l satisfies (1) and (2) of the induction hypothesis: 
(1): Assume me(p)(c') # to. Then 
m~(p)(c')=m~o(p)(c')+A(o'~)(p)(c') (by (A.14)) 
t> m~:o(p)(c') (by Proposition A. 1 (b)) 
>>- m~,(p)(c') for all ie  1 , . . . ,  n (by (A.12)). 
(2): Assume m~(p)(c')= to. Then 
m~(p)(c')= m~o(p)(c')+ A(cr~)(p)(c') (by (A.14)) 
>>-k+K2-A_(~o)(p)(c')+A(o~)(p)(c') by(A.13)) 
>~ k + K2-  a_(~)(p)(c'). 
k This ends the induction step. We have now proved that ~r~... o', is a transition 
sequence at ma and thus we let m ~ R (mo) be defined by 
ma[o~.. ,  o'~)m. (A.15) 
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Part IV: To complete the induction step of Lemma 5.7, we have to prove that 
m~ ~- m I> m,,[~'], i.e., the following inequalities: [o] 
Vpe P Vc'e C(p): m,~(p)(c')>~ m(p)(c')>~ m,~ k (p ) (c ) .  
Take p e P and c'e C(p) .  There are three cases: 
Case 1: m~(p)(c')  # to ^  m~(p)(c ' )  = to. Then 
m(p)(c ' )  = ma(p) (c ' )+  A(o 'k . . .  o'k)(p)(c ') 
~> k" [,~l A(o',)(,)(c') ] 
~>k'l  
Thus, m~(p)(  c') = to >>- m(p) (  c') >- k = m~['~](p)( c'). 
Case 2: ma(p)(c ')  ~ to ^ m~,(p)(c') ~ to. Then 
m(p)(c ' )  = ma(p) (c ' )  + A(o'k... try) (p)(c') 
= mot(p)(c') 
=m~(p) (c ' )  
(by (A.15)) 
(by Proposition A.l(b) and (e)). 
(by (A.15)) 
(by Proposition A.l(c)) 
by (A.8) since m~ (p )( c') ~ to. Thus, m~ (p )( c') = m(p )( c') = m~['~](p )(c'). 
Case 3: m~(p)(c')  = to ^ m~(p)(c ' )  = to. Then 
m(p) (c ' )=ma(p) (c ' )+A(crk . . . t rk ) (p ) (c ' )  (by (A.15)) 
>~k+K2+A(t r~. . .c r~) (p) (c ' )  (by (A.8)) 
i> k +/ (2 -  A_(crk... crk)(p)(c') 
I> k (by (A.5)). 
Thus, m~(p)(c ' )  = to >t m(p) (c ' )  >>- k = m~['~](p)(c'). [] 
Adj. Proof  o f  l .mnma 5.9 
Let p ~ P and c ~ C(p)  be given. We will show the inequality of Lemma 5.9 in 
both directions. 
(">>-"-Direction): 
Case 1: Assume 
max [,_J T(mo)(p)(c ' )  = k ~ N. 
c' ~mapc(p)( c) 
Then we have, for some element c'~ C(p) and some q~ E ¢~, that 
k ~ T(mo)(p)(c ' ) ,  (A.16) 
tpc(p)(c') = c. (A.17) 
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By Corollary 5.8 we get from (A.16) that ke R(mo)(p)(c'), i.e., :lm e R(mo): 
Then 
m(p)(c ' )=k.  
~( m )( p )(c) = ~o( m )( p )( ~c(p)( c') ) 
=m(p)(c')  
=k  
(by (A.17)) 
(see below) 
(by A.18)). 
(A.18) 
The second equality can be seen by observing that, in the first expression, we permute 
the marking and then take a look at the coefficient of the image of c'. Instead, we 
can simply look at the coefficient of c' in the nonpermuted marking. 
Since m ~ R(mo), we get ~0(m) e R(mo) from Corollary 5.3, hence k ~ R(mo)(p)(c). 
Case 2: Assume 
max [._J T(mo)(p)(c')=to. 
c' ~ mapc(p)( c) 
Since T(mo) and mapco,)(c) are finite, there exist an element c'~ C(p) and a 
symmetry ~p e • such that o e T(mo)(p)(c') and ¢pco,)(c')= c. By Corollary 5.8, 
R(mo)(p)(c') is unbounded, hence, 
VkeN 3m e R(mo): m(p)(c') >1 k. (A.19) 
Analogously to Case 1, we get 
tp(m)(p)(c) >~ k and q~(m) ~ R(mo) for each m in (A.19). (A.20) 
Thus, R(mo)(p)(c) is unbounded, i.e., sup R(mo)(p)(c) = to. 
( " <~"-Direction )" 
Case 3: Assume sup R(mo)(p)(c) = k ~ N. We choose m such that 
m(p)(c)=k.  (A.21) 
By Lemma 5.5, 3q~ c • 3a  c T(mo): ma ~ ~o(m). Then, in particular, 
m..(p)(tpc(p)(c)) t>tp(m)(p)(tpc(p)(c)) 
=m(p)(c)  
=k 
(A.22) 
(see Case 1) 
(by (A.21)). 
Let c'= ~Oc(p)(c). Then c = ~Oc~p)(c') and (A.22) yields 
sup R(mo)(p)(c)=k<~m,,(p)(c')<~max [..J T(mo)(p)(c'). 
\ c'~mapc(p)(c) 
Case 4: Assume sup R(mo)(p)(c) -- to. Then p is unbounded on colour c, i.e., 
Vk~N 3rn ~ R(mo): m(p)(c) >- k. (A.23) 
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Analogously to Case 3 we have 3~ ~ ¢P =la ~ T(mo): 
m~(p)(~pc~p)(c))>>-m(p)(c)>-k for each m in (A.23). 
Thus 
sup U T(mo)(p)(c')=to 
c'~mapc(p)(c) 
and since T(mo) and mapc~v)(c) are finite, we get 
max [,.,J T(mo)(p)(c')=to. [] 
c' ~mapc(p)( C)
(A.24) 
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